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Introduction
In January 2009 I took part in an interesting conversation. Two engineers were talking
that they were planning a bicycle path in our region mandated by two different
customers. During the conversation it turned out that between the two bicycle paths
only an 800 m long section would be missing, as neither of the parts knew about the
other’s development and application intentions. On other occasion, discussing with the
mayor of a nearby settlement, I was surprised to hear from him that they organize for
the second year such a bicycle program, which goes through our settlement, but we
hadn’t known about it until that. These were the experiences that motivated us, to start
thinking and talking together in this field. In this way we avoid duplications and we are
able to do something so that our initiatives strengthen each other and combine.
The reason why this work started was that recognition that we have a lot to do in the
improvement of the bicycle traffic of this interconnected region. With the cooperation
between Csengersimáért Association and Dorolţ Municipality, the “On two wheels in
Szatmár” - HURO/1001/154/ 1.1.3. project was created in the Hungary-Romania
Cross-Border Co-operation Programme 2007 – 2013. The activities of this project try to
map and collect all those initiatives, which wish to act for the development of bicycle
traffic’s conditions in the region. In the project we would like to survey the situation of
the involved settlements, to identify those people and organizations, which would like
to act in this field. We organize discussions for the stakeholders in workshops, where
they could meet each other and their plans. During workshops they map the possible
bicycle tracks near the frontier, thus assuring the organizing of the existing and the
planned bicycle paths into a network. As a result of the surveys and of the workshops,
we outline a coherent picture of the facilities of the bicycle track system near the border.
Our aim is that tourists and inhabitants take better advantage of the possibilities created
by collaborators for the interest of bicycle traffic.
In the following pages we describe our experiences from the point of view of the whole
region and its settlements. We describe the methods the data were collected and our
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experiences. We try to examine all the facilities available now and to record the
possibilities of connecting these and their development. During the mapping of
settlements and tracks we tried to count those local initiatives that can be consolidated
and linked. We identified, photographed and recorded with the exact coordinates
important objectives related to cycling. The data will be marked on a map and published
on a web platform so that they would be accessible for everybody. In the end of the
survey and of workshops we prepare a joint study in which we summarize our
experiences, suggestions and jointly formulated goals, opinions.
The aim of our work, which cannot be mentioned enough times, is to improve the
conditions of bicycle traffic for all participants. Thus, more and more people get to use
this mode of transport as much as possible. For this purpose we try to offer help through
our work to participants involved in regional and settlement development, so that they
could learn about our region’s plans and to get ideas for developments. We believe that
the improvement of conditions is not only a question of money. Approach forming,
community building improves the living conditions of both residents and bike users.
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The methodology of the survey that is how we did it, why we did this…
The Szatmár region was analyzed in numerous studies from different points of view.
The investigations from the point of view of the transport mainly examined the
motorized means of transport and they put our region under microscope from the point
of view of traffic management. In our survey we tried to measure the actual position of
the most democratic and mainly sustainable means of transport of our region.
The project is preparing somehow the way for the future development projects. Using
the project management cycle it wants to be the catalyst for future projects in the area of
intervention aiming bicycle traffic development.
The whole project tries to provide a safe basis and the knowledge of each other’s
activities. We bring partners closer and we help them learn about each other’s aims,
ideas and plans. In this way we can avoid the creation of parallel projects and mutually
reinforcing activities realize the dreams of the stakeholders and thus our joint aim: the
development of our region!
In the project we provide participation to the stakeholders and partners, we enable later
partners to join, thus bringing together the people who want to act and involving,
integrating those who join later in the activities related to our joint goal, the
development of bicycle traffic.
The continuity and sustainability of bicycle traffic development is assured by the large
scale cooperation and everything that facilitates the involvement of partners and the
integration of their aims.
During the analysis we perform our work by using the logical framework method. The
method is consistently applied during the project and it greatly facilitates the integration
of future projects.
The tools leading to the achievement of the aim are analyzed integrated from the actors
of the intervention area to the settlements, the micro-regions, the counties and taking
into consideration the related strategies and interventions of the two countries and of the
European Union as well.
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The partnership of the project is extended to the larger circle of the stakeholders of the
intervention area.
The project, in which we are making this survey, extends on the settlements of the
neighboring regions of the two countries – Hungary and Romania – in the work of our
partnership. In order to have a uniform survey we agreed upon methodology with our
project partners and external experts, we identified the stakeholders, the questions and
the selection system of the area to be surveyed.
In our survey we performed our work in 24 settlements of the two countries. In Hungary
we examined the situation of bicycle traffic in 16 settlements of the two micro regions.
We paid attention to the documents reflecting the ideas of participants from the region,
settlement and regional development. We also examined the regulations and decisions
reflecting the regulatory work of the legislating local governments in order to identify
opportunities for improvement.
Following the identification of the stakeholders we began collecting information from
their aims regarding the goal of the project.
The settlements were measured through data clarification on personal interviews after
data collection with questionnaire, as well as through objective and track mapping
fieldwork, assisted by GPS, completed with map drawing and photographing.
The data collection was carried out in two stages at the local governments and their
associations.
1. At first we sent five-part questionnaire to the concerned authorities.
The first part of the questionnaire asked the municipalities about existing and planned
bicycle paths and about the related applications, investments.
The second part of the questionnaire asked the municipalities about the infrastructures
available for cycling and related plans.
The third part of the questionnaire contained questions concerning planned campaigns,
events related to cycling.
The fourth part of the questionnaire asked the municipalities about settlement and
regional level regulation documents related to cycling.
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The fifth part of the questionnaire inquired about important places from the point of
view of cycling in the settlements and their neighboring area. We also tried to complete
these based on the information received from other partners with regard to the
settlement, thus involving all the actors in the information collecting. If they failed in
giving accurate information in connection with an objective, but they knew that it could
be interesting or important for bikers (for example a private collection of stoves in the
village, but they don’t know how and when can be visited and they know who runs it),
are asked to provide the name and contact data of that person (name, phone number, email, anything), so that we can be in touch with him/her. We tried to motivate them with
inspiring examples in defining the location of interesting places. (For example: “such
places can also be churches, museums, private collections, gyms, hotels, shops, pubs,
protected trees, fishing lakes, resting places, parks and many other places you think
of.”)
2. In the second phase of the data collection after the completion and receiving of the
questionnaires, our staff returned to the representatives of the municipalities where
consultation, clarification was necessary based on the data. In order to answer questions
raised in relation with the questionnaires and to record comments and suggestions, we
provided contact addresses and details where we assured with continuous duty the
answering of the questions. Thus we could take into consideration both opinions raised
related to our work and to the questions.
The answers, data given to the questionnaires were recorded in a database processed
from many points of view. The analysis of the database was made using longer text and
graphic evaluation after grouping the received answers. We paid attention at the
preparation of the questions and then of the analysis to identify strong and weak points,
possibilities and threats of actors in the area by using the SWOT analysis method.
In parallel with the data collection we started on bike the mapping of tracks that can be
used for cycling with the help of a GPS device. The routes connecting the settlements
were mainly mapped from the point of view of tourism, and leisure cycling. The reason
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for this is that tracks that are interesting from the point of view of professional traffic
that is going to work are located mainly between the housing and the target, generally
along roads. The tracks mapped by us were added into a web application. During the
mapping the cycling destinations of the settlements were also registered with GPS
coordinates. We also took pictures of these locations, which were uploaded on the
online map of these cycling destinations. The cycling destination points were introduced
into a database, also making available main information about them. In choosing the
destination points our hiking experience and data collection from stakeholders were of
help.

1. picture, this route is worked out by an internet program called aTrip.
The presentation of stakeholders and of their aims is followed by the analysis of this
information. In doing so, we examine the attitudes of those involved from the point of
view of our strategic goal the development of bicycle traffic. These attitudes - or as
Márkus Béla formulates “the extent of support of the given stakeholder” – can be
blocking, neutral or supporting. 1 This cannot be surprising for us. There are
stakeholders, for who other development goals are more important, so our goals are
neutral to them, or from a certain point of view they are counter interested with our
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goals, so they can block our initiatives. Because I believe that we can achieve our goals
the most successful on a larger area possible, if we work together with an increasing
number of stakeholders, so we try to change into a positive direction the attitude of
those involved. If we want to work with as many stakeholders, it is essential that we
know well those involved being in different positions and thus able to exert different
degrees of influence on our initiatives. The analysis is made in order to know them.
Those involved can have a different influence on our project, our goals. Accordingly, as
Márkus Béla formulated, those involved can have a great, medium or small influence on
the changes caused by the project. At the same time, our project can have a small,
medium or great influence on the existence of those involved, which significantly
increases the strength of their reactions related to the project.
After completing the analysis, we propose strategies for communication and
collaboration with each stakeholder. The aim of this is to create a more positive attitude
in the concerned and by taking into account and knowing their interests, to develop a
more positive approach towards our project than in the initial state.

2.5. ábra. The grouping of the stakeholders 2

After the completion of the survey and filtering and organizing of the data, the
involvement of the stakeholders in workshop follows.
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The workshop has several goals.
We would like to present the stakeholders their points of view, which can be
significantly different, from the point of view of bicycle traffic as goal.
On the other hand we try to provide new information to the involved related to possible
methods, directions leading to the achievement of the goal.
In this way we try to integrate the stakeholders and their goals, interests into our efforts
of developing bicycle traffic, as our strategic goal.
All this is the driving force of the interaction with the stakeholders. It should not be
hypocritically denied that if we want something, then we continue communication with
those involved. Of course, a person is motivated by many goals at the same time in the
communication with those involved; however our work is about this project, so this is
defined as the goal of our communication.

Fig. 2.4. Management of the stakeholders

The effectiveness of our work is greatly influenced by the success of communication
with the stakeholders. The development of bicycle traffic in the region can be imagined
only as the result of the work of those involved. This cannot be done only by civilians.
This cannot be extorted with campaigns out of decision makers, even if these campaigns
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enjoy great social support, which we have to admit is not always the case. The goal can
be achieved, if decision makers make it their own. If it becomes important for them. It
does not matter, if they are cycling or not.
After the organizing of the information, the elaboration of preliminary opinions follows,
which in the knowledge of the survey can be debated by participants at the workshop
and we can take into account their opinion.
The analysis of the information is performed with the SWOT analysis. This is made
from the point of view of the given settlements and the region as a whole. We try to
decide the conclusions of this analysis as well as the extent of the influence of these
factors on bicycle traffic and its development by learning about numerous professional
studies in this field. The findings of this analysis as well as the influence of the factors
can be discussed and this will be one of the aims of the workshop.
In the case of the workshop an important aspect is that during the completion of the
survey we make proposals of the organizations and persons proposed to be invited to
the workshops. On the base of our experiences we found that the workshop really works
in the case of small group activities, as in the case of groups larger than 10-12 the
possibility of meaningful communication is lost, even in the presence of an experienced
moderator. The recording and processing of proposals made at the workshop is an
important moment in the preparation of solution suggestions. In connection with the
workshop we would deal more in the summary of this survey.
The survey related to the development of bicycle traffic in fact is completed at this
point. This is followed by the next step, which is the analysis of the experiences and
proposing solutions. It is necessary to provide a broader spectrum of development
methods by examining solution ideas or techniques just tried in other places, similar
areas. At the same time we can say that without a thorough and wide-ranging survey it
is impossible to make a study providing good solutions, development suggestions.
The activities of this survey target this. For this purpose we included in our work from
transportation engineer, gender equality professional, through tour organizer, people
with tourism and project management experience, and most importantly developers of
the region and of settlements. Those local people, who were elected by local community
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as advocates, representatives. We asked them to present us their settlements, goals,
plans. This development goal can be achieved only by this collaboration.
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About the planning area
The survey deals with the situation on 16 settlements along the Romanian and
Hungarian border area. We included these settlements in our study, because on the
existing bicycle path network completed in our project with the planned bicycle paths
these settlements will be directly connected with a united and secure bicycle path
network.
At present there are five bicycle paths in the region, from which two longer sections
defined the planning area. The longest, 40 km bicycle path starts from Satu Mare and
touching Csenger it reaches the bridge of the Szamos River on top of the left bank.
From the dike a bicycle path runs through the city to Csenger. Walking across the
bridge, the bicycle path continues towards Fehérgyarmat on the right bank. The other
longer bicycle path runs on top of the closing dike on the area between the Szamos-Túr
rivers from Csengersima to Csegöld and after that on the road on top of the dike 8 km to
Zajta. From the starting point of this bicycle path in Csengersima another 2.5 km long
bicycle path runs to the border crossing point near road 49.
In this project we plan a bicycle path which connects the two longer sections as well as
the section running to the border crossing point. The planned 5.2 km long bicycle path
runs starting from the bridge in Szamosbecs on the right bank of the Szamos river to
Komlódtótfalu, where it goes on top of the closing dike of the area between the
Szamos-Túr rivers until the meeting point between road 49 and the bicycle path on the
closing dike. Together with the sections planned by FETIVIZIG it reaches the border in
three points where it is connected with the Romanian bicycle paths. Thus in Hungary a
70 km contiguous bicycle path network can be established. In our project a cycling base
is also projected, which as a center can provide niche services for bikers arriving in the
region with service, bike rental, accommodation, recreational and dining facilities.
The settlements are in two micro-regions: the Csenger and the Fehérgyarmat microregion. This influenced our work by the fact that the building permit authority related to
the settlements of the micro-regions is in the center city of the respective micro-region,
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which influenced our data collection and this has to be taken into consideration at the
interventions planned in the settlements.
The Fehérgyarmat micro-region includes the following studied settlements:
Cégénydányád
Császló
Csegöld
Fehérgyarmat
Gyügye
Hermánszeg
Szamossályi
Szamosújlak
Gacsály
Zajta
Rozsály
The Csenger micro-region includes the following studied settlements:
Csenger
Csengersima-Nagygéc
Komlódtótfalu
Szamosbecs
Szamostatárfalva
The settlements are subject to the regulations of the Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg County
Development Plan. The two bicycle paths from the development plan appears as part of
the national bicycle path network: on the Csengersima-Tiszabecs and Csengersimaborder sections. Our region is treated as a priority area from the point of view of cross
border relationships. The key objective of the development of transport networks:
„With the increasing of the costs of transportation the demand for creating a safe and
comfortable condition system for the professional bicycle traffic also increases. The
development of cycling infrastructure is also a key element in the growth of the
county’s tourist attraction;” 3
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4. ábra Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg Cape Region Transport Networks draft land use plan
and facilities 4
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The Micro-region Complex Development Programmes deal with the development of
bicycle traffic only slightly. From the point of view of transportation development this
means of transport is not discussed, it is only slightly mentioned from the point of view
of tourism development.
The urban rehabilitation plans mention only generally the bicycle traffic development,
in most cases only emphasizing the tourism development.
Let’s examine by settlements the starting situation.

5. ábra The overall design of the largest part of the bikes area on a bike route plan and
target coordinates.
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Cégénydányád

The settlement with 730 inhabitants is part of the Fehérgyarmat micro-region. Here
visitors are welcomed by the one of the most beautiful castle parks from the great Plain,
the English park around the 10 ha area near Kende castle. The impressive building of
the Reformed church rises at the intersection of Kölcsey and Dózsa streets. The fateful
events of our history are commemorated by the memorial park with the Trianon
memorial column. In the settlement there is a General School, a nursery school, a Care
Center, a medical station and the Mayor’s Office. There is ferry traffic between the
settlement and Ököritófülpös on the Szamos.
The settlement can be reached on the bicycle path running on the right dike of the
Szamos river from Fehérgyarmat, and from the other direction from Gyügye as well as
turning from the busy but narrow 4127 main road on the 4138 road with little traffic
16
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from Fehérgyarmat and Zsarolyán. The settlement can also be reached from the other
direction on the little traffic 4137 road coming from Gyügye. These little traffic roads
provide a good alternative for bikers, if they want to leave the bicycle path. They run
through beautiful places and although their quality is not the best, there is really little
traffic on these roads.
The bike path from Satu Mare to Fehérgyarmat on the right dike of the Szamos touches
the village.
The settlement sees as a viable way primarily the directioning of bicycle traffic on the
existing low-traffic road network. In their case the building of the cycling infrastructure
means building an adequate number of bicycle storage racks at public institutions and at
cycling objectives, creating cycling rest stops and accommodation.
On the events of the settlements cycling programs and tours are organized. On their
initiative the annual bicycle tour of the churches started along the Szamos within the
Blonde Szamos Association.
Childcare, school and church camps are organized every year, which always contain
programs and tours promoting cycling.
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Császló

Császló village can be reached by bikers on low-traffic roads and on agricultural roads
after leaving the bicycle path. The closest is the end of the bicycle path running from
Csengersima to Csegöld which meets road 4146 on top of the closing dike of the
Szamos-Túr rivers. Going on road 4146 towards Rozsály we can get off to the village
on the first turning to the left.
The village can be approached from other road from Gacsály, as well as fronm other
direction from Csegöld on the low-traffic 4128 road.
The village can be approached with public transportation from Fehérgyarmat.
Bikers can have numerous pleasant surprises in the village.
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The oldest cornel tree in Europe can be found in Császló, and can be seen in the Rácz
garden from Kossuth street.
The tired bikers are welcomed in the village by fishing lake, park, and playground. If
they are hungry they can eat at the cooking facilities of the village capable of 100
portions, or in the restaurant on Kossuth street they can have a hot meal. The guest
house in the village awaits the tired wanderer with sauna and massage possibilities,
where camping is also possible.
The village sees the opportunity of development in not paved, graveled bicycle paths.
These are imagined to be constructed on the roads of the surrounding forests and fields.
They wish to prepare for the demand by developing a camping and expanding their
services.
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Csegöld

Csegöld village area is touched by two bicycle path sections, which are connected by
several low-traffic roads.
1. The bicycle path from Csengersima goes 7 km long east of the village until the
meeting point between the closing dike of the Szamos-Túr rivers inner area and road
4146. Going 5 kilometers along the section of road 4146 on top of the closing dike the
bicycle path continues where the road turns towards Rozsály. The bicycle path
continues on top of the closing dike and takes the biker to the village of Zajta.
2. South-west from Csegöld the bi-directional, 3 m wide bicycle path with no separation
between Satu Mare and Fehérgyarmat on the top of the right dike of the Szamos runs
from Szamostatárfalva to Szamosújlak.
The two bicycle paths can be approached on the low-traffic road 41141 going through
Csegöld and turning right on the higher traffic, but narrow 4127 road connecting
Csengersima and Fehérgyarmat, so cycling is recommended only for the short
20
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connecting section. Going around 500 meters on road 4127 we arrive at the closing dike
of the Szamos-Túr inner area, from where we can go to Zajta on road 4146 or to
Csengersima on the bicycle path running on top of the closing dike.
The other possibility is that from Csegöld we can reach Császló on the low-traffic 4128
road and through it also Gacsály.
Hermánszeg can also be reached from Csegöld on a low-traffic road completed recently.
In Csegöld the majority of the cycling destination points have bike storage facilities,
although only for 2-6 bikes.
At the Greek Catholic church which stands in the middle of a small park as monument.
At the convenience store, at the mayor’s office, at the elderly club as well as at the
VÉPISZ canning factory.
The village can be reached by distance bus from Fehérgyarmat.
The village has a development conception and also a local development plan as well as
the regulation of public domain use also disposes in relation with bicycle traffic.
There is an elementary school and a nursery school in the village. No campaigns related
to bicycle transportation were organized.
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Csenger

The settlement has a regional center role, it is a district center. It has a railway station
and a bus station. It can be reached on railway from Mátészalka, by bus from
Mátészalka and Fehérgyarmat. There are three bicycle paths in its area, which were
built in the last 6 years.
1. It goes along the town’s main transport route on Ady Endre street (Hrsz.: 2061/6.), on
the inner section of road 4924. It collects the bicycle traffic of Csenger’s „Újtelep”
neighborhood and directs it onto the above described bicycle path on Ady Endre street,
through that towards the center of the town. It is a 960 m long bicycle path, in good
condition, with no separation, bi-directional pedestrian and bike optical separation. First
of all it ensures the smooth and safe cycling of the local population, going to school,
work, to the doctor, etc., its traffic is 1500-2000 bikers/day.
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2. The 920 m long pedestrian and bidirectional cycle track in good condition with
optical separation connects with the previous bicycle path and links the bicycle path
running on the dike of the Szamos with the settlement on Új Élet street (Hrsz.: 350, 172,
47/1.). It was built in 2007 and it ensures the smooth bicycle traffic between the town
center and the cemetery as well as the Szamos Shoe Factory, touching the Public
Welfare institutions (health care, nurses, clinics), the elderly homes, the mayor’s office
and the Makovecz Imre Cultural Centre, the sports hall, the pharmacy, the Schuster
Hotel and the Ady Endre High School. It was built mainly to ensure the smooth and safe
cycling of the local population, but tourists can also approach on it the town center and
the Makovecz buildings from there (public welfare institutions, mayor’s office, diningkitchen, sports hall, primary school, Greek Catholic church), the monument Reformed
church and the Saint Stephen statue from the center.
3. The section going from Satu Mare to Fehérgyarmat of the HUROVELO network
enters Hungary on the administrative area of the town. It goes on the left dike of the
Szamos until the bridge at Szamosbecs, where it is interrupted and it continues almost
40 kms on the right side of the Szamos until Fehérgyarmat.
Among the plans of the town there is a 930 m long bicycle path, intended to be built on
topographical number 0157 in the outskirts, near main road M49 in the Csenger microregion in the “Development of bicycle path network” KÖZOP-3.2.0/c-08-11 project.
The aim of the project is to complete the authorized plan and to get the building permit
of exterior bicycle path/s between Győrtelek and Szamosangyalos. It intends to ensure
the bicycle traffic of locals and of surrounding settlements’ inhabitants as well as it will
be suitable for tourism. It will connect to the already implemented track from Győrtelek
of the planned track in the KÖZOP 3.2.0/A-08-2008-0002 project, related to it a project
has already been submitted. It touches Győrtelek, Ököritófülpös, Porcsalma, Pátyod,
Csenger, Szamosangyalos, its planned track connects to existing bicycle paths in the
inner area of the settlements or to planned bicycle tracks, completing and connecting
them into a network.
The situation of bicycle storage racks at the town’s public institutions and at cycling
destinations is varied, due to the continuously implemented projects. Several public
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institutions have installed an adequate number of bike storage corresponding to the
OTÉK, some of them covered, but at the same time the demands were not surveyed, so
in some places it seems to be additional demand for them. The situation of the
institutions can be seen below:
Institution

Address

Bicycle storage Number

corresponding to OTÉK

Ady E. u. 14.

yes

corresponds

General School

Ady E. u.

yes

corresponds

Kossuth u.

van (covered)

corresponds

High School

Honvéd u.

yes

corresponds

College

Honvéd u.

no

welfare Ady E. u. 20.

storage

racks
Mayor’s office

Public

of

yes

it needs expanding

institution
Medical office

Rákóczi u. 57.

yes

corresponds

Pharmacy

Ady E. u.

yes

corresponds

Pharmacy

Tisza utca

yes

corresponds

Sports hall

Ady E. u.

yes,

together corresponds

with the school
Museum

Hősök tere

no

Sport colony

Hunyadi u.

no

It is unfortunate that the Sports colony has not received a sufficient number of secure
bike storage, helping the healthy transportation of sport-loving people. The building of
bicycle storage racks is continuous, according to the expansion of the institutions.
Placing new bicycle storage racks would be necessary in the center of the town due to
the recent increase in demand, regardless the institutions and shops. There is no
concrete idea, conception regarding this, but the problem is known by the city
management. The use of the bicycle storage racks has an ad-hoc character, mainly
because it meets visitors’ needs at the target places. When reflecting on the institution’s
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staff and student needs, later it will be worth dealing with the problem of property
security.
The promotion of cycling is helped by the continuously ensured occupation at the traffic
school track built in the garden of the Elementary school during the school year, where
young people learn the rules of safe traffic.
For elementary and secondary school students tours are organized by Papp Szilárd
elementary school teacher.
The city has a conception related to cycling. In the settlement planning documents the
creation of the bicycle path is only briefly mentioned. In other regulations cycling and
the creation of related facilities are not mentioned.
Cycling destination points were identified in many groups:
1. Flood Memorial, public park with playground, Mol gas station with bike point.
2. Police station, Nursery school, Early childhood center
3. Mayor’s office (Makovecz building), Micro-region office, Health Centre (Makovecz
building) with dentist, outpatient care center, Hotel-Schuster (monument building),
Elderly home.
4. Sports hall (Makovecz building), School kitchen with restaurant (Makovecz
building), Primary school (Makovecz building), Pharmacy, High School and
dormitory.
5. Town center, Sports grounds, Bus station, Otp bank branch, Food store, bicycle
shop.
6. Monument reformed church, elderly home (church), Greek Catholic Church
(Makovecz building), and monument Roman Catholic Church.
7. Ferry.
8. Unitarian church.
9. Pharmacy (monument building)
10. Railway station.
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Csengersima

The settlement is a people and cargo crossing point to Romania, it has bus stations,
some of the busses arrive from Fehérgyarmat, others from Csenger. Two bicycle paths
were built on its administrative area 10 years ago. These are pedestrian and bicycle
roads with no separation. According to standards of that time they are 1.8 m wide, with
no optical separators painted and with proper traffic signs.
A 2.1 km long separate, bi-directional pedestrian and bicycle path section with no
separation goes from the Csengersima-Petea border crossing point to Csengersima. This
bicycle path unfortunately ends before the meeting point between the closing dike of the
Szamos-Túr inner area and road 49, with busy cargo and passenger car traffic. At this
point the bicycle traffic is directed onto road 49, with high cargo and passenger car
traffic. This solution is especially dangerous, because after the turning point road 49
climbs up the closing dike, with barriers on both sides near the roadside. Then after the
closing dike there is a strong slope leading down to the bazaars located in the periphery
of the village, where always there are many customers in the parking lot. This section is
very dangerous, as bikers coming from Csengersima to the border have to cross twice
the road in the missing section of the bicycle path. The bicycle path is in acceptable
condition, regularly maintained with mowing, drainage, cleaning the sediment and the
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branches, but its surface becomes to crack in some sections in longitudinal direction. In
the following years a major renovation will be necessary. 300-600 bikers use this
bicycle path on a daily basis. Mainly seasonal agricultural workers coming on a daily
basis in Hungary, but also many tourists use the bicycle path. Turning off the bike path
bikers can approach the Nagygéc historic site as well.
The other 1.8 m wide bike path leads through the inner area of Csengersima from road
49 near road 4121 towards Fehérgyarmat with separate track, bi-directional pedestrian
and cyclist traffic with no separation. The starting point of the bicycle track is at the
bazaars just outside the village, it runs for 200 m along road 49 and the reaching the
inner area of the village it turns from road 49 near road 4121 towards Fehérgyarmat and
leads along the main road of the settlement, Kossuth street for 1.9 km. In the section
going through the inner area it is crossed by 5 side streets and 1 road, in each side street
intersection the biker has priority and in the road intersection the bikers have to give
priority. This as well as the fact that that the doorways run directly onto the bicycle path
makes traffic unsafe for cyclists. In recent years there were several collisions between
bikers and vehicles coming out of the yard, but there were no personal injuries requiring
more than 8 days of recovery. This bicycle path is used by the population of the village,
also by numerous seasonal workers, causing around 200-500 bikers/day traffic, which
generates a too high traffic for the design of the bicycle path. From this bike path almost
all major cycling destinations of the village can be approached: school, nursery school,
mayor’s office, chapel, elderly club, food stores, pub, pastry shop, post office and
florist.
The creation of new bicycle paths is planned in the village. Their planning has already
been completed as well as it will be made in this project.
1. The existing bicycle path is planned to be connected in parallel with road 49 on 600
meters long. The investment has high specific costs due to the transfer through the dike,
but also it is important to be completed since it will solve the actual dangerous situation.
Another benefit of this section is that it would connect the existing bicycle paths with
the starting point of the bicycle path to be built this year by investment of FETIVIZIG.
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2. in this project it is also planned a bicycle path on top of the closing dike anmd of the
right bank of the Szamos, which would connect the existing bicycle paths with the
bicycle path in construction between Satu Mare – Csenger – Fehérgyarmat. The same
bicycle path connects Csengersima with Szamosbecs touching Komlódtótfalu, relieving
with this the Csengersima-Szamosbecs section of main road 49. The planning of this
happens in three phases: Szamos-Túr inner area closing dike, right bank of Szamos and
at Szamosbecs the derivation on lot number 72 to road 49 on 4.6 km long.
3. It has been designed in the previous years, but it has no valid water right permit that
section which connects 300 m long the existing bike path on Kossuth street with the
Reformed church from the historical center of the village and with the youth
accommodation to be built near and with a forest educational path. This bicycle path
ensures the fast and secure reach of numerous public institutions for those living in the
historical center as well as tourists can reach from the existing bicycle paths the
monument church and the archeological site of the kurgan in the cemetery.
The village unfortunately doesn’t have funds for renovating the existing bicycle paths,
but their maintenance is carried out each year, including public works program. For the
construction of the planned bicycle paths this year a project application was submitted
together with the FETIVIZIG for HURO/1101 funds, but unfortunately the application
did not win funds.
This year FETIVIZIG begins to create a new bicycle path on the top of the Szamos-Túr
inner area closing dike at the meeting point of the dike and road 49 towards Csegöld 7
km long until the intersection of 4121 and 4146 roads where it will be directed to road
4146. This section also comprises the 500 m long section leading from the turning off
towards Rozsály of road 4146 and entering Zajta on top of the closing dike, making
Zajta approachable on bike.
The cycling destinations of the village have no satisfactory bicycle storage rackss. At
the mayor’s office 6 bikes can be put in the storage. Also this storage serves the kitchen
and the additional restaurant, so it is insufficient and old type, the new mountain bikes
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does not fit in safely. In front of the shop at 7, Kossuth street 6 bikes can be stored, but
the storage is the same with the above one. At the primary school, at the Elderly house.
There was no survey completed according to OTÉK or surveying the demands related to
bicycle storage racks at public institutions, cycling destinations. The existing storages
are old and they don’t provide enough capacity for the demands. They are placed on
grassy places, which is a disadvantage in rainy weather. The use of the bicycle storage
racks is ad-hoc, which is not a problem due to the character and public safety of the
settlement.
The local government previously dealt with bicycle traffic, but no detailed preliminary
study was made. In the settlement planning documents the creation of the bicycle path is
only briefly mentioned. In other regulations cycling and the creation of related facilities
are not mentioned. Related to the maintenance of the bicycle path, public domain
regulations make compulsory for estate owners to clean and to maintain in front of the
estate.
We identified in 5 points main cycling destination points in the village.
1. Kodály köz: Medical office, Elderly Club, Elementary school and gymnasium, sports
grounds and changing room, catholic chapel
2. Food store, Malibu-confectionery, Pub, Titi-buffet
3. Mayor’s Office, Nursery school
4. Kurgan – tumulus (archeological area) - cemetery
5. Monument Reformed church, Romanesque style.
Further cycling destination points can be found marked on the map and description on
our website.
There was no campaign or training related to cycling in the settlement or at school.
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Fehérgyarmat

The settlement is the center of the
Fehérgyarmat micro-region and the only
town in the micro-region. It is a leading
settlement in its catchment area from
economic, educational, administrative,
cultural, service, transportation and health
care point of view, and not only in the
micro-region. The town is a public
transportation center. From its bus station
all settlements of the micro-region can be
reached as well as those of the neighboring micro-regions and county centers. From its
railway station a branch line goes to Zajta.
On the field of bicycle traffic development numerous plans were completed and earlier
initiatives begin to show results.
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There are no bicycle paths in the town, but in the outskirts many bicycle paths are under
construction.
1. The bicycle path between Satu Mare and Fehérgyarmat runs until the railway bridge
in Fehérgyarmat. It provides possibility for the town to become a regional center of
bicycle transportation. Although the bicycle path ends 3 km from the town, but a lowtraffic road provides possibility for connection with the town with cycling friendly
regulations. At the railway bridge the bicycle path turns on the “old” Tunyogi road,
from where bikers can go on road 491 arriving on Matolcsi road to the inner area of
Fehérgyarmat. The road is still suitable for cycling, although the surface of the road
needs renovating. The biker on the inner area unfortunately has to go on the road, which
luckily is quite wide, although the parked cars narrow the possibilities. Arriving to the
center we can go through the inner town to Kisar, through the railway station towards
Csengersima as well as to the MOL gas station towards Tiszabecs. On each direction
there are alternate routes for bikers avoiding high-traffic roads, but each means a
smaller or bigger detour.
2. The other existing bicycle path of the town goes 1.575 km long from Fehérgyarmat to
Cégénydányád, passing near road 4127 on Szatmári street from the railway crossing to
the cold store in the town limits. The bicycle path was built from ÉAOP sources. It
reduces significantly the risk of accidents for cyclists on the main road. It is used mainly
for going to work and school.
The town has numerous plans aiming the development of the bicycle traffic. There is a
bicycle path building investment going on in parallel with the Fehérgyarmat – Kisar
main road. The town has won an ÉAOP for realizing the investment. The bicycle path
will go from Esze Tamás street to Kisar along main road 4127 for 6,172 km, it will be
inaugurated in 2013. The bicycle path to be constructed has a double significance. On
the one hand it satisfies tourist demands; it connects Fehérgyarmat the regional center to
Tivadar, considered the regional center of tourism that is why it will greatly help the
transportation of tourists and people seeking relaxation not forgetting those who go to
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the fishing lakes in Fehérgyarmat. On the other hand it has a professional traffic
character, facilitating the transportation of bikers going to work and school.
The town plans a bicycle path to Tunyogmatolcs as well as it plans to make its inner
bike paths safer.
The majority of cycling destination points has bicycle storage racks. The visitors’ need
for bike racks has not been surveyed yet, the compulsory number of racks according to
OTÉK has not been analyzed. The use of these is of ad hoc way, also due to their
design.
No bicycle traffic related campaigns have been organized so far in the town, this year
there was a joyful change. With the occasion of the European Car Free Day an event
promoting cycling will be organized in collaboration between the town, the Police and
the Medical Officer Service.
The schools of the town occasionally organize bicycle tours.
The town does not have a conception related to bicycle traffic development. Its
settlement planning documents only briefly mention this field.
We can identify a great number of cycling destination in the town:
1. Railway station.
2. Mayor’s office, Land registry office, bicycle shop, High school.
3. Post office, Greek Catholic church, food store, pizzeria.
4. Monument Roman Catholic church, K&H bank branch, pharmacy.
5. Bus station, Otp bank branch, grocery.
6. Monument Reformed church, Kossuth-park, Flood memorial, Culture House,
Library, Court of Justice,
7. The center of Hortobágy National Park Nyírség-Szatmár-Bereg Landscape
Protection Area with diorama showroom.
8. Szatmár-Bereg Hospital and Spa, ambulance station, ice cream shop, food store
9. Town swimming pool, market place
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Gacsály

The village with 950 inhabitants lies between Császló and Rozsály, and the low-traffic
road 4128 connects them. From the village there is a low-traffic public road to
Kisnamény and a low-traffic municipal road towards Csengersima, along the 4127 road
running on the closing dike towards the Géci-sűrű forest, where we hope it soon could
connect with the bicycle path coming from Atea (Romania).
The village is not touched directly by a bicycle path. At the same time numerous lowtraffic public roads suitable for biking cross the village.
The local government plans a bicycle path along the road coming from Császló all the
way on Petőfi street, then on Dózsa György street toward Csengersima by realizing a
one side, bi-directional bicycle path and walkway with no separation.
There are a few public buildings of the village with no bike storage racks, but the
majority has one, even if it is the old type. There was no survey made on the demands,
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but bikes leaned towards the walls during the day show that if there is any storage it is
insufficient or if there is no storage, then there would be demand for it.
The settlement prepares for the cycling needs with the development of relaxing places
and accommodation possibilities. In the center of the village there are in many places
beautiful areas with trees, relaxing places in parks, a playground between the two
branches of the Petőfi street in a very nice environment.
In the village there is a rural hotel with six beds, on no. 44 Petőfi street. In the yard
there is barbeque possibility, in the house a kitchen and a bathroom for the tired
wanderer.
The resettlement plans of the village as well as other regulations do not mention the
development of bicycle traffic.
We identified the following cycling destination points in the village:
1. Train station
2. Catholic chapel, in front a playground, park, nearby a hotel.
3. Reformed church, memorial, on the opposite site shop, pub.
4. Elementary school, nearby a cultural center.
5. Mayor’s office.
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Gyügye

The small village of Szamoshát belongs to the Cégénydányád district notary. The
village with 230 people can be approached from Cégénydányád and Szamosújlak as
well as from Zsarolyán on low-traffic road. It is linked by bus to Fehérgyarmat.
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The village is touched by the bi-directional bicycle path without separation running
between Satu Mare and Fehérgyarmat.
Turning off the bicycle path we can reach the surrounding settlements and cycling
destinations on low-traffic roads.
The village does not plan bicycle path development. Since its roads are low-traffic
therefore they are safely suitable for bicycle traffic.
In the village there is the Reformed church awarded with the Europa Nostra Prize,
which was built in the 13th century with Romanesque style and early Gothic features
and with coffered painted wooden ceiling from 1767.
The public institutions of the village do not have enough bicycle storage racks. No
survey was made regarding the needs.
The settlement does not have a written development concept, its resettlement tools only
briefly mention bicycle traffic.
Cycling destinations in the village:
1. Reformed church, átus templom, monument with Europa Nostra award.
2. Pub, shop
3. Community center
4. Mayor’s office.
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Hermánszeg

The village is the ancient settlement from the Árpád age of Szamoshát. With a
population of 260 it belongs to the Szamossályi district notary. The village is rich in
natural values. With public transport it can be approached from Fehérgyarmat through
Szamossályi. Until this year it was a dead end settlement, only approachable from
Szamossályi on road, but in 2012 a connecting road with Csegöld was completed in a
HURO-CBC project. In the village there is an 18th century Reformed church.
Bikers can approach it from the Satu Mare - Fehérgyarmat bi-directional bicycle path
with no separation through Szamossályi on a low-traffic road crossing over the Szamos
backwater. The other direction is from Csegöld on a low-traffic concrete road in good
condition, spectacularly winding in the so typical Szatmár landscape.
The village develops its transportation in the Hungary-Romania Cross-Border Cooperation Programme, building a bicycle path, a walkway and a parking lot ensuring
availability.
With the building of the parking lot and the bicycle path functioning as walkway the
settlement highlights that bicycle paths are justified not only on the field of bicycle
traffic, but also on the field of improving living conditions of wheelchair users.
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The parking lot solves the problem of vehicle parking of those arriving at Hermánszeg
from farther away, which is important since public transport is provided only by bus
from Fehérgyarmat through Szamossályi.
The majority of public buildings have bicycle storage racks, but these are old and no
survey has been made regarding the needs. A good exception is the IKSZT (Integrated
community Service Space) building from 2011, which has modern bicycle storage racks
and stroller storage, the building is fully accessible.
The village has a development concept dealing with bicycle traffic, too. In the field of
developments main emphasis is laid on the touristic character of bicycle traffic.
However, the inhabitants regularly use low-traffic roads with professional character in
the settlement and to cycle to their job in the nearby Szamossályi.
Cycling destinations in the village:
1. Bicycle path-walkway and parking lot
2. Szabó Guest House and Fishing Pond: 3 rooms, 3 bathrooms, 2 kitchens. Suitable for
hosting 8-15 leisure guests. In the garden there are barbeque and cooking facilities.
3. IKSZT building
4. Reformed church and bell tower, monument building from the end of the 18th
century.
5. Sports-ground, playground
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Komlódtótfalu

Komlódtótfalu is the village with the smallest population in the Csenger micro-region
with its 127 inhabitants. The settlement with its great history is one of the most
untouched village from Szatmár with its numerous attractions. Coming from
Csengersima with bike on the Szamos-Túr inner area closing dike we can reach on the
left fish ponds. The village had more than 1500 inhabitants before the 1970 flood, but
due to the construction interdiction following the destruction of the flood it rapidly
depopulated. However the area of the twin village is still considerable. Going past the
fish ponds, we get among the houses of the old village. Although the actual inner area
begins only after 1 km, we ride among the houses of the former village. Entering
Kisfaludy street we pass before the imposant Becsky mansion. On the opposite side of
the mansion we can find a rural accommodation in a beautifully renovated peasant
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house with porch. Near the mansion there is the Elderly club and the center of the
village caretaker service. Cycling along beautiful farmhouses from Szatmár we arrive to
the village center. Here, on one side of Temető street there is the classicist Reformed
church, on the other side the small Catholic chapel, behind it the Kossuth family crypt.
Then we arrive in front of the public park with playground, behind which there are the
sport grounds with sport changing rooms and with grass football field and clay
basketball court. Opposite the playground there are the community center and the
mayor’s office. At the corner of Kisfaludy and Híd street there is the famous “Short
pub”, which indeed “kicks to the Szamos”, in the 19th century building there is a
convenience store. Going towards the Szamos on Híd street, next to the location of the
former bridge we arrive at the ferry, on which we can cross to Csenger.
The village is touched by several cycling projects. FETIVIZIG planned a bi-directional
bicycle path with no separation from the border to the Szamos-Túr inner area dike by
strengthening the top of the right embankment. In Romania Dorolţ village is building
this year the bicycle path section running on top of the right embankment from Dara
administrative border to the state frontier, waiting for the Hungarian side to be built and
after the Schengen border openings people from Szatmár should cycle free again
between neighboring villages.
In this project the Csengersimáért Non-Profit Association plans a bicycle path from
Szamosbecs to the Szamos-Túr inner area closing dike on the right embankment of the
Szamos, and then on the closing dike of Szamos-Túr inner area to Csengersima until
road 49. Connecting with this the newly built and the existing bicycle paths it connects
the bicycle path network to the border crossing point.
The village as a response to the investments builds a camping and develops the ferry
boat.
On Híd street it wishes to build a camping on a plot with a charming walnut grove.
Its settlement planning documents only briefly mention the development of bicycle
traffic.
The village has a tourism development concept.
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Rozsály

The „smallest big village” of the country is Rozsály with 750 inhabitants. The
settlement proud of its history going far back is a micro regional center of the area.
Almost the full range of public services is available in the village. School, nursery
school, retirement home, a kitchen with a restaurant, library, mayor’s office, post office,
medical office, pharmacy, country house, sports fields and public park.
The bicycle path runs 2.7 km long from the train station along the main road of the
village in front of the school from the road towards Tisztaberek until the farmyard. The
bicycle path is 1.5 m wide, with no separation bi-directional and with no painted
separation.
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The bicycle path first of all has a professional traffic role, but later it can have a touristic
one. The bicycle path to be built in the HURO/0802/006 project, which runs on the
Szamos-Túr inner area closing dike then connects to road 4146, represents a connection
to touristic bike paths and several environmental educational path.
The village would like to create new opportunities in the settlement not by planning
new bicycle paths, but by establishing a chalet that can serve bikers, too.
Part of the public buildings has old type bicycle storage racks. Their installation was not
preceded by the OTÉK requirements and the assessment of needs. They plan to improve
the number and the quality of the bike racks with other applications.
However, the settlement organized many events promoting cycling. With the occasion
of annual events in the village (pünkösdölő) together with the police cycling road safety
competition and presentation is organized.
The school each year organized bike tours at the Bukó dam in Sonkád.
The development concept of the village and its resettlement plans do not have any
regulations related to bicycle traffic.
The village can be approached on public transportation by train on the JánkmajtisFehérgyarmat-Mátészalka line, by bus from Fehérgyarmat.
Among the cycling destinations of the village we have to mention:
1. Train station.
2. Sports grounds with dressing rooms.
3. Public park with monument and bicycle path at the creek
4. Farmers market with tables,
5. Mayor’s office, police station, telehouse, pharmacy.
6. Greek Catholic church with iconostasis, medical station, country house with farm
yard.
7. Reformed church
8. Farmyard
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Szamosbecs

Szamosbecs is a village in Csenger micro-region with 380 inhabitants. In the village
there are bus stops of the distance bus coming from Csenger. On its area there is the
bridge over the Szamos with road 49, the road splits the village in two. The bicycle path
from Satu Mare to Fehérgyarmat on the right bank of the Szamos also starts here.
The village plans to make its monument church on Kossuth street approachable from
the bike path on the right side of the Szamos by building an open, two sided bicycle
path.
In the south part of the village a bicycle path section connecting the bicycle paths under
construction and those existing will be planned by the Csengersimáért Non-Profit
Association. The planned bicycle path will start from the meeting point of the south end
of Kossuth street and Új Élet street. It will run along the right bank of the Szamos until
the meeting point with the Szamos-Túr inner area closing dike and then on the top of
the closing dike to Csengersima as a bi-directional bicycle path with no separation.
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The village plans to expand the sports and leisure center with bicycle track, mainly
aimed at young people in the field of leisure biking.
The public buildings of the settlement have old type bicycle racks. The demands were
not surveyed, so sometimes the storage places prove to be insufficient, but this shows
that many people use the bike in the village. The local government plans to expand the
storage capacities.
In its earlier applications the village planned to continue the cycling populariying
campaign (Cycle to work!), but this was not realized due to the rejection of the
application.
The village has accommodation facilities and for personal hygiene at the sports field but
for tourists in transit this is not offered yet.
The local government has made a bicycle development concept in relation with an
earlier application.
The settlement development plan only briefly deals with cycling facilities and their
development.
The parking and public domain regulations do not contain any reference to cycling
facilities.
We identified cycling destinations in 6 groups:
1. Gomba pub and small shop.
2. Sports and leisure time center. Grass football field and clay tennis court,
bituminous handball and basketball courts can be found here. Sports changing
room and accommodation, and a large covered patio and outdoor cooking
facilities were constructed.
3. Mayor’s office as well as on the opposite side the Pince klub 100 person
capacity meeting room.
4. Medical office, nursing services and public park.
5. Reformed church (15th century Gothic style monument, with shingled roof), Post
Office nearby.
6. Nursery School.
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Szamossályi

Szamossályi is a small village in Szatmár, which was built between the Szamos and the
Dead Szamos on the right bank, with settlement area on the right bank, too. The
settlement is a district notary center, where several public services are available for
neighboring villages. School, nursery school, care centre, medical office. The
development of the settlement was helped by the 1932 river regulation, with which the
settlement surrounded by the Szamos became safe from floods. The problem caused by
the river regulation was that great part of the lands got on the other side of the Szamos,
this problem is solved by the 20 tons ferry which runs from sunrise to sunset.
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The village is touched in a very spectacular way by the bi-directional bicycle path
without separation between Satu Mare and Fehérgyarmat running on the right bank of
the Szamos between the ending points of the Dead Szamos.
The village does not plan new bicycle paths. Public roads are low-traffic, so they
provide the possibility of safe traffic.
The availability of bicycle storage racks at public institutions and bicycle destinations is
not complete, no assessment was made regarding the needs.
The village plans to improve conditions by developing the bike storage facilities and by
creating a base with accommodation, which serves bicycle tourism and links it with
water-tourism. Through the development of the existing accommodation, they want to
better meet the needs of bicycle tourists.
In the village the Szatmári Örökségek Útján Association, as civil organization helps
promoting cycling with its events. These events are primarily aimed at the young and
try to promote leisure time cycling.
In the resettlement plans of the village they plan to meet the needs of cycling tourism by
delimitating a relaxation area. No written conception was made for the developments.
In the village there are the following main cycling destinations:
1. Mayor’s Office
2. Care center.
3. School
4. Nursery School
5. Éva Espresso: 20-30 people capacity meeting room and cafe, with resting and
barbeque area in the yard.
6. Guesthouse on the bank of the Szamos: a renovated farmhouse with private pier ,
fishing place. It is capable of hosting 8-12 leisure guests. In the garden there are places
developed for barbeque and cooking.
7. Szabó Guesthouse and Fishing Pond : 3 rooms, 3 bathrooms, 2 kitchen. Capable of
hosting 8-leisure guests. In the garden there are places developed for barbeque and
cooking.
8. Sports ground
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Szamostatárfalva
The small village near
the Szamos is touched
by the bicycle path
running on the right
bank of the Szamos
coming

from

Satu

Mare to Fehérgyarmat.
From the bicycle path
we can enter the village
on the north side of the
settlement through Ady
Endre street as well as
on

two

dirt

roads

through a few hundred
meters. The roads of
the village are lowtraffic, with numerous
smaller potholes. From
the village we can go towards Szamosbecs cycling along Ady Endre street, towards
Csegöld along the Új Élet street opening from Ady Endre street, on a new good quality
connection road
The local government does not plan the building of new bicycle paths, but if we
consider the traffic of the public road network it is not necessary with separate tracks.
Interesting cycling destination points can be reached on the Ady Endre street. These are:
1. Mayor’s office
2. Medical office, with a bus stop nearby. Here you can find the Millennium Memorial
Park with playground, resting places, sports courts and a stage.
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3. Reformed church. Monument building from the Árpád age, Romanesque style,
decorated with gothic elements, too. In front there is a wooden bell tower, with the bell
from 1650.
4. Pub and shop.
The biggest shortcoming of these bicycle destinations is that we can find a bike storage
rack only in front of the pub, these are old type, for 8-10 bikes.
There were no campaigns related to popularizing of cycling in the village.
There is a building in the village, formerly operating as forest school with 20 people
capacity accommodation, which needs renovation, but it can provide accommodation
for guests.
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Szamosújlak

The village with 420 inhabitants is surrounded on the south by the Szamos river, from
east the Dead Szamos and it can be approached from west from Gyügye, from east from
Szamossályi. The village administratively belongs to the Cégénydányád district notary
in the Fehérgyarmat district.
Public transportation to the village is ensured by the bus coming from Fehérgyarmat.
The village is touched by the bi/directional bicycle path with no separation running on
the right bank of the Szamos. The village can be approached from the bicycle path on
the ramp leading to Petőfi street.
The low-traffic roads of the village enable a safe cycling towards Gyügye, Szamossályi
and Jánkmajtis. The road towards Jánkmajtis offers a beautiful landscape, as it curves
on the bank of the Dead Szamos.
The village does not plan to build bicycle paths, its low-traffic roads fulfill the needs.
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On the field of bicycle development they plan to better equip public institutions with
bicycle storage racks as well as to support the development of accommodation
possibilities among the inhabitants.
There is an accommodation in the village, on Petőfi street. The well-equipped
accommodation place offers 3 rooms with 2-4 beds facilities and bathroom.
The village has no written development concept related to bicycle traffic. Its
resettlement plans only briefly mention this issue.
The following cycling destinations can be found in the village:
1. Reformed church. Monument, it was built in 1329 in two phases, the first at the end
of the 13th century, the second at the beginning of the 14th century. The interior
decoration of the church is from the 19th century. The renovation began in 1990 was
awarded with the Europa Nostra award. 5
2. Care Center.
3. Mayor’s Office
4. Community Center
5. Vakáció Guest House
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Zajta

The small village from Szatmár, which was once inhabited by schwabs has won its right
to belong to our country even before the Trianon treaty after WW1. Not many
settlements could say this about itself at that time. During the past decades it always
kept in touch with neighboring settlements that got beyond the border. The local
government will implement a cross-border connecting road with the neighboring village
Nagypeleske in the HURO/1101 call for proposals.
The 1.5 km bicycle path, which will be realized in the frame of the HURO/0802/006
project branches off road 4146 near the village. The 2.5 m wide bi-directional bicycle
path with no painted optical separation leads on the Szamos-Túr inner area closing dike
from main road turning off to Rozsály to the ramp on the dike of the dirt road coming
from Zajta train station.
Turning off the bicycle path to the dirt road bikers can approach the railway terminus,
through which Fehérgyarmat and the rest of the country can be accessed by train.
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The bicycle path has at first a touristic character, as its professional traffic character
does not connect inhabitants due to the insignificant number of jobs. However it could
be a good starting point for those who want to hike on bikes in the region.
The village plans new bicycle paths in relation with the section to be implemented.
They would extend the bicycle path running on top of the dike until the road to be built
to Peleske, thus crossing the border. The length of the section is 2 km.
The other bicycle path section is planned to replace the dirt road between the railway
station and the bicycle path, so that the public transportation point could be reached
from the bicycle path in any kind of weather. The section is 1 km long.
Only part of the public institutions in the village have bicycle storage racks. These are
old types, their change and extending their capacity is indicated. No survey was made
regarding the demands, but the bikes posed against the wall shows the inadequacy of
places.
Among initiatives promoting bicycle traffic little children can learn about safe traffic in
the Kindergarten police program running for years.
The settlement has no written conception, its development plan only briefly deals with
bicycle traffic.
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Summary
The settlements surveyed during the situation assessment were analyzed from the point
of view of bicycle traffic. The situation assessment analyzed the settlements according
to unitary points of view and the area of intervention of the project delimited by the
built bicycle paths. We started on the base of information coming from the
questionnaires sent to local governments and other involved organizations and we
completed this on the base of the available information. We tried to examine all the
circumstances which may affect the development of cycling, so that we could make
proposals in the study taking into account what has been said at the workshops.
All in all, we can say that bicycle traffic exists mainly in a unitary way in the
settlements of the examined area, determined by the settlement structure and traditions
of the region as well as by the purchasing power of society. Habits developed over
decades are hard to change with rapid action, but we have the possibility to improve the
comfort feeling of travelling people. We have the opportunity to change little by little
bad habits through the young and with the help of the police. With approach forming we
can influence decision makers in the direction, which has effect in order to promote
bicycle traffic. It is necessary to transfer the emerging ideas into the development
documents of the settlements to the extent possible.
If we think further this basis working together – understanding the responsibility for
addressing the problems and opportunities – then we have a document that will help
finding the necessary means to reach the goal and to determine the level of resources
needed. We do this so that the parallel and antagonistic actions are decreasing, but the
number of mutually reinforcing developments is increasing. The mutually reinforcing
actions would help reaching the development goals much more effectively than those
involved can achieve individually.
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Existing bicycle paths
The bicycle paths to be planned in the HURO/1001/154/1.1.3 project
The bicycle paths to be built in the HURO/0802/006 Boden project 2012
The bicycle paths to be completed in the HURO/0802/002 On water and on bike along the Szamos project with the delivery date in October 2012
The bicycle paths planned to be built in the HURO/1101/146/1.1.1 Boden2 project 2014
Bicycle paths to be built in a project from national sources 2012
Low-traffic narrow public road, suitable for cycling
High traffic public road, not recommended for cycling

2nd annex Example for registration of target points on settlements and of routes.
Fehérgyarmat-Rozsály

Total length:

87.082 km

Difficulty:

Difficult

Dangerous place:

Szamos bridge

Bicycle path:

40.324 km

Other roads:

Low-traffic side roads, dirt road on a short section.

Recommended:

For regular bikers or as a 2-day tour for the less fit.

Starting from Fehérgyarmatról in front of the swimming pool. Learning about the city
sights through the park. Arriving on the embankment of the Szamos, then visiting the
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arboretum at Cégénydányád. Continuing on bicycle path then visiting the “Europa
Nostra” awarded churches in Gyügye and Szamosújlak. Going on the bicycle path and
visiting the medieval churches in Szamostatárfalva and Szamosbecs. Crossing the
Szamos until the border, then turning back visiting the sights of Csenger. Coming back
to the other side of the Szamos and riding to Komlótótfalu and then to Csengersima. A
short detour to the former village of Nagygéc. Again Csengersima with its famous
church, then touching Gacsály, Császló. The tour ends through Zajta in Rozsály.
A given cycling destination in the system appears in the following way:
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3rd annex Questionnaire for situation assessment.
Dear Partner!
In order to improve bicycle traffic of the region, we carry out data collection in the frame of the
HURO/1001/154/1.1.3 EU funded project. On the base of the data collection we make development
suggestions, we organize a debate day, set up a database and make it available on the internet.
Our data collection consists of 2 stages.
1. At first we sent a five-part questionnaire to the concerned authorities.
The first part of the questionnaire asks you about existing and planned bicycle paths and about the related
applications, investments.
The second part of the questionnaire asks you about the infrastructures available for cycling and related
plans.
The third part of the questionnaire contains questions concerning planned campaigns, events related to
cycling.
The fourth part of the questionnaire asks you about settlement and regional level regulation documents
related to cycling.
The fifth part of the questionnaire inquires about important places from the point of view of cycling in
your the settlements and their neighboring area. We also try to complete these based on the information
received from other partners with regard to the settlement. If we don’t get information about a target
destination, but you know that it could be interesting or important for bikers (for example a private
collection of stoves in the village, but you don’t know how and when can be visited and you know who
runs it), you are asked to provide the name and contact data of that person (name, phone number, e-mail,
anything), so that we can be in touch with him/her. Such interesting places can also be churches,
museums, private collections, gyms, hotels, shops, pubs, protected trees, fishing lakes, resting places,
parks and many other places you think of.
2. In the second phase of the data collection after the completion and receiving of the questionnaires, our
staff will return to you where consultation, clarification will be necessary based on the data. If you have
questions regarding the completion of the questionnaire or you wish to comment or make suggestions
about our work and to make larger comments regarding the questions, you can do it on the following
address:
Csengersimáért Közhasznú Egyesület
4743 Csengersima, Kodály köz 2.
Juhász Imre elnök
06/44/520-112
egyesület.simaert@csengersima.hu
Our staff can be reached on the following contact:
Homokiné Kósa Katalin
4743 Csengersima, Kossuth u. 79/4.
06/70/453-4037
hkkev1@gmail.com
Please, fill in the questionnaire and return it to us no later than 10 July.
Thank you for your co-operation in the development of our region and in the expansion of biking
opportunities!
With respect:
Juhász Imre
president

Homokiné Kósa Katalin
project manager
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POIs:
-monuments
- administrative institutions (municipalities, schools, nursery schools, retirement
homes)
-elderly day-careÆ probably as accommodation, as toilet/bathroom facilities
-teaching and educational institutionsÆ probably as accommodation, as toilet/bathroom
facilities
-boarding schoolsÆ probably as accommodation, as toilet/bathroom facilities
-sports dressing roomsÆ probably as accommodation, as bathroom facilities

- healthcare institutions (medical office, dentistry, pharmacy, etc.)
-shop, pub, restaurant
-service
-public toilets, their quality, fees, access, space
-dam guard houses, as guest houses?
-sport fields, gym halls
-camping, hotels
-rental services
-museums, private collections
-riding schools
-fishing pond
-churches
-public transport stops
-protected trees, arboretums
-attractions
-parks, rest areas, playgrounds
-swimming pool, bath, designated swimming area
-public spaces, library, cultural center, gallery, theater, dance house
-jobs, number of employees, their access direction mainly from where
-Post offices, e-points, internet café
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I. Is there any bicycle path on the administrative area of the settlement? (yes/no)
- location
- length
- connects to, allows what
- condition
- target groups (tourists, work/school goers)
- traffic (estimated bikers/day)
- who uses mainly
Are you planning a new one? (yes/no)
- where
- why there
- for who
- connects to, allows what
- is there a completed plan for it
o length
o location
- authorized, and if so
o Date of the license
o Valid until
Do you plan to renovate the existing one? (yes/no)
Which of the above section(s)
Is there an ongoing investment in connection with these? (yes/no)
Which of the above section(s)
Is there an ongoing application in connection with these? (yes/no)
For which of the above section(s)
II. What are your plans related to cycling?
Bike storage racks of public buildings (OTÉK)
- is there currently any bike storage rack at your public buildings (please,
specify your answer by public building)
- if the number of the existing bike storage racks meets the requirements of
the OTÉK (yes/no/I don’t know)
- were the needs measured
- do you plan to expand the number of storage racks, improve their quality
- is there any system, or the use of bike storages is of ad hoc character
Do you organize campaigns in the following fields:
Æeducation
Ætours
Ætraffic safety
On a regulatory level is there any control/concept regarding the settlement
- is there a concept
- was it regulated in a resettlement tool
- are there any parking, public space use regulations
List businesses/POIs/contact persons
Please, expand the questionnaire according to your answers!
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